Ultra-relativistic heavy-ion collisions are a window of opportunity to study QCD matter under extreme conditions of temperature and density, such as the quark-gluon plasma. Among the several possibilities, the study of jet quenching -generic name given to in-medium energy loss modifications of the parton branching -is a powerful tool to assess the properties of this new state of matter. The description of the parton shower is very well understood in vacuum (controlled reference) and medium-induced modifications of this process can be experimentally accessed through jet measurements. Current experimental data, however, cannot be entirely described only with energy loss phenomena. TTransverse momentum broadening and decoherence effects, both theoretically established by now, and their interplay are essential to build a consistent picture of the medium-modifications of the parton branching and to achieve a correct description of the current experimental data. In this write-up, we will present the latest developments that address such unified description.
Introduction
The assessment of the properties of the quark-gluon plasma (QGP) that is formed in ultra-relativistic heavy-ion collisions at the LHC is at the forefront of current efforts of the heavy-ion physics program. The wide range of * Presented at Excited QCD 2015 (1) arXiv:1505.06593v1 [hep-ph] 25 May 2015 scales available to probe this hot and dense medium allows the characterisation of this matter using different sectors of the QCD theory. As such, it is also a perfect laboratory to test the frontier of our knowledge of theory of the strong interactions. Among the large diversity of hard probes, jets -spray of collimated particles -are the ideal objects to probe the medium modifications of the QCD partonic branching since they are less dependent on hadronization models. In vacuum, the evolution of the parton shower from a large virtuality scale down to a lower cut-off scale is successfully described by perturbation theory. In the presence of a hot, coloured and dense medium, however, modifications generically known under the name of Jet Quenching that include additional energy loss processes, are expected to occur. In the following sections, the main in-medium modifications in the description of the parton shower with respect to vacuum, within a perturbative approach, will be briefly overviewed.
Path-integral approach to jet quenching
Particles produced in the hard scattering are extremely energetic when compared to the usual energy scale of the medium constituents through which it travels. As such, making use of a high-energy approximation, it is assumed that the particle undergoes multiple soft scatterings with the medium that results into a momentum kick in the transverse direction plus a colour field rotation, without degrading its longitudinal energy 1 . Formally, such propagation of a particle with longitudinal momenta p + from x 0+ at transverse position x 0 to L + at x is described by a Green's function:
whose Wilson line is path-ordered:
The calculation of the in-medium gluon bremsstrahlung process, within perturbation theory, accounts for the evaluation of the elementary gluon emission vertex inside a finite medium (see figure 1 ). Within the employed approach, the medium is seen as a collection of static scattering centres whose colour field configuration is frozen during the propagation time of the fast particle. As such, to account for the total cross-section, an average over the possible ensemble of medium configurations has to be performed 2 . For that, a factorisation between the acquired Brownian motion and the color field rotation is usually assumed.
Jet quenching: latest developments
Recent results from the several LHC collaborations have shown that [1, 9] : (i) jets lose a significant fraction of its initial energy; (ii) its azimuthal direction is mildly modified with respect to vacuum ; (iii) the lost energy can only be recovered at very large distances away from the dijet axis in the form of soft particles. Current jet quenching Monte Carlos [5, 15] based on phenomenological extensions of soft in-medium gluon radiation [6, 14] , have shown that, within current experimental uncertainties, they are able to describe fairly well such observables. Nonetheless, when compared to experimental results on energy and particle distribution inside a jet (jet fragmentation functions) [2, 10] , such models fail to describe the main observed features: the core of the jet is unmodified with respect to vacuum while the outer layers are largely affected by the medium.
Such fact motivated several recent theoretical improvements of jet quenching models based on a path-integral approach, to go beyond the eikonal approximation that was usually employed. These include a better description of energy loss processes [3, 13, 11] , momentum broadening [7] and decoherence effects [12] . In particular, it was shown in [7] that, in the limit of an infinite medium, the in-medium double differential gluon bremsstrahlung process can be seen as a collection of "quasi-local" emissions, i.e., factorization of the independent broadening of each final particle that participates in the gluon emission vertex being the kinematic of the vertex described by the usual vacuum QCD splitting function. Considering the QCD antenna-setup in the eikonal approximation (z → 0), it was shown in [12] that the medium opens the available phase space for radiation. In comparison with vacuum calculations, in addition to the usual angular ordering feature, an additional "anti-angular" component was found for the total number of gluons that is emitted from one of the emitters from the atenna:
weighted by a ∆ med parameter,
that depends on the medium length, L, and on the angle between the quarkantiquark legs that form the antenna, θ. For a very opaque medium, the "anti-angular" ordering contribution is maximum. The role of such results seem to be essential for a correct description of the current experimental observations. In particular, its interplay, as they were derived within different kinematic setups. Recent works in [4] have shown that, for a finite medium, within a multiple soft scattering approximation and at large N c , the double differential in-medium gluon radiation spectrum, schematically represented in figure 2, can be seen as a contribution of three factorized pieces: (i) region I, that translates the independent broadening of the initial particle, also present in [7] ; (ii) region II, that exists during the formation time of the emitted gluon (and consequently neglected in [7] ), whose colour correlation function in the fundamental representation translates a coherent propagation of the two emitted particles; (iii) region III, whose colour correlation function 3 can be shown to be:
The 4-point function from above is reduced to the factorization of the independent broadening of the two final particles (as in [7] ) but corrected by a decoherence parameter, ∆ coh ,
that contains an additional contribution (exponentially suppressed) in which the two particles, even after formation time, propagate coherently as in vacuum:
As ∆ coh contains the same physics as ∆ med , these results show, for the first time, the clear interplay and competition between the two propagation regimes, coherent and incoherent, when transverse Brownian motion is taken into account.
Conclusions
The jet quenching phenomenon is experimentally and theoretically established by now. While energy loss effects are in fair agreement when comparing results from several jet quenching Monte Carlos with experimental results, the description of intra-jet modifications needs to be urgently improved. Much theoretical progress, within perturbation theory, has been made in this direction with the inclusion of broadening effects and decoherence phenomena into the models. In this work, we showed a clear interplay between the two different propagation regimes (coherent and decoherent) and its relation with the medium parameters and amount of transverse momentum broadening that is acquired independently by the final particles. Therefore, it constitutes a unified and improved description of the findings derived previously in several works [3, 7, 12] .
